Aidin height-adjustable tables provide caregivers with the proper support they need to connect with patients and provide the highest level of care. With multiple top shapes and material options, Aidin supports flexibility and can be tailored to the environment to help deliver meaningful and efficient care.

Also shown: Recliner: Greer / Patient Seating: Tucker / Modular Casegoods: Alterna
AIDIN

STATEMENT OF LINE

D-Shape
Depth: 18"
Width: 24*
Height: 28½–44¼"

Soft Rectangle
Depth: 18"
Width: 24"
Height: 28½–44¼"

*Narrow end is 20"

FEATURES & OPTIONS

• Tops available in soft rectangle or D-shape
• Top materials include ¾" thick TFL or HPL with matching 2MM rim, or 1" thick 3DL
• Spill groove with cup holder is optional on 3DL tops
• Pneumatic height adjustment on base is 28.5"–44.25"
• Two locking/two non-locking white with grey, dual wheel casters
• Platinum metallic finish on base with a textured aluminum column